For education or business, these projectors have all the features you want.

**CP-X3010** 3,000 Lumens  
For Standard Classrooms

**CP-X2510** 2,600 Lumens  
For Small Classrooms

**CP-X2010** 2,200 Lumens  
For Small Meeting Rooms
The projectors with total balance to meet all your needs for school or office.

**Hybrid Filter and Lamp Door on Top**

Thanks to the Hybrid Filter, maintenance and cleaning are much less frequent, making longer operation possible. The lamp door is on the top and the filter cover slides in and out from the front bottom, so maintenance and replacement of these parts can be done easily.

**Superior Maintenance Functions**

**High Picture Quality**

- High Contrast Ratio
- Bright scene
- Dark scene

**High Image Quality**

Hitachi Improved image quality with its own optics and lamp technologies, and adjusted color balance while maintaining high brightness. Furthermore, thanks to Motion Adaptive Progressive Scan, 2:2 Pull Down, Noise Reduction, Equalizing Gamma Function, you can even project moving pictures with beautiful clarity.

**Versatile Security**

- Various Security Functions
- Security bar

**Outstanding Usability**

- Power Saving Mode
- Template Function
- Exit icon
- New OSD

**Other Features**

- 4-Second Quick Start
- Direct Power On/Off
- My Button
- My Text
- Resolution Preset and Custom Modes
- Auto Vertical Keystone Correction
- Input Source Naming
- IR Remote Frequency Change
- Serial No.
- Label on Side
- Security Label Inclosed
- My Source Document Camera Button on Remote Controller
- Closed Caption (US Only)